PERSONAL CAMERA USE FORM

Name (please print): ____________________________________________________________

Phone: __________________________ E-mail: __________________________________________

Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________

City, State and Zip Code: _______________________________________________________

Planned use of Material (optional):

USE OF MATERIALS: The Mansfield Library (Library) welcomes you to use materials in our collections that are in the public domain and to make fair use of materials as defined by copyright law. Permission to use a personal camera or the supply of a digital or analog copy is not equivalent to permission to publish or reuse the material in any way beyond research, teaching, and private study. For other uses, such as publication or online distribution, permission must be obtained from the item’s rights holder.

The disclosure of certain information pertaining to identifiable living individuals without the consent of those individuals may have legal ramifications (e.g., a cause of action under common law for invasion of privacy may arise if facts concerning an individual’s private life are published that would be deemed highly offensive to a reasonable person) for which the University of Montana (UM) assumes no responsibility.

USE OF A PERSONAL CAMERA: The use of personal cameras and certain other recording and reproduction devices is permitted in Archives and Special Collections with some exceptions: we reserve the right to deny the use of a device if your equipment poses any risk to our materials, if you mishandle materials, or if your use of a device disrupts other researchers in our reading room. We reserve the right to deny a request because of copyright regulations, privacy rights, donor-imposed regulations, or other rights related issues; to limit the number of reproductions made; and to restrict the use of rare and valuable items.

You may not photograph individuals in the reading room without their permission.

WARNING CONCERNING COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS: Copyright of the United States (Title 17, U.S. Code) governs the making of photocopies, photographs, or other reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not be used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research. If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of fair use, that user may be liable for copyright infringement.
**Rights:** The Library does not claim to control the rights for reproduction for all materials in its collections. Many images and other materials in its collections are protected by copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity rights, or other interests not owned by UM. The publishing party assumes all responsibility for determining whether any permissions relating to copyright, privacy, publicity, trademark, or any other rights are necessary for an intended use, and for obtaining all required permissions.

The Library only provides permission to publish materials in its collections when copyright is clearly owned by UM. The Library will not do research concerning the existence and/or whereabouts of rights holders. In most cases, the Library will not facilitate requests for permission. To the extent that the Library provides available information about potential rights holders, the Library does not warranty the accuracy of such information and shall not be responsible for any inaccurate information.

The requestor agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Library, UM and its agents and employees, from and against any and all liabilities, losses, demand, penalties, costs, expenses, attorneys’ fees, lawsuits, fines, judgments, or causes of actions, including but not limited to claims relating to infringement of copyright, trademark, invasion of rights of privacy or publicity, or libel that arise either directly or indirectly from any use by the requestor of the images and/or materials provided by the Library.

**Credit:** All reproductions of images and materials must be credited to Archives and Special Collections, Mansfield Library, University of Montana as the source. Full identification of most unpublished material usually requires giving the title and the date of the item, box and folder number, name of the collection or accession number, and the name of the repository.

Example: Telegram from Merritt to Ranney, 10 January 1976, Box 5, Folder 4, Clifton R. Merritt Papers, Archives and Special Collections, Mansfield Library, University of Montana

Archives and Special Collections reserves the right to refuse permission to anyone who does not agree to these conditions.

*I have read and will abide by the terms outlined on this form:*

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

**Witnessed by (Archives and Special Collections representative):**

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

**Research Tips**

- Shoot a photograph of the collection citation information – such as the title page of the collection guide.
- Photograph the box label when you start a box.
- Include the folder label and box / folder number in your images of each document.
- Keep a log of collections, boxes and folders you have consulted.
- Keep a log of collections, boxes and folders from which photographs were taken.
- Check images frequently to make sure they are clear and legible. It is easier to reshoot while you are at Archives and Special Collections than to make an additional trip to reshoot.
- A white sheet inserted underneath thin paper can make writing on thin paper easier to see.